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Tyler Hoechlin Quotes

       Whatever your talent is, don't be embarrassed by it. For the love of
God, embrace it, share it, do what you want with it. It's amazing, so
never hide behind it. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

Some things are worth the wait. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I learned that you've never made it, you've never arrived, you're never
too good, you're never above anybody else. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

For me, as an actor, one of the biggest fears on a TV show is getting
stuck in something where you end up feeling like you're doing the same
thing, every single year. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

It's a sad day when you have to be disappointed in a fan. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

Treat everyone like it's still your first job and that we're all just happy to
be here. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

You have to know the story that you're telling, and you have to know
the tone in which the story is being told. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

My girlfriend and I never let each other forget how much we love each
other. It's all about reminding the other person how important and
special she is to you. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

The one I can't imagine anyone taking seriously, but was one of my
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favorites, was the mesh football jersey top, paired with a really short
pair of athletic shorts. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

My feeling is I haven't done anything yet. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I loved the Romeo and Juliet of the whole thing; this forbidden love
between these two characters. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

They [Tom Hanks and Paul Newman] were simply always high level
masters, and taught me as a kid actor never to be an a*shole to
anybody, because it would be very tough to get past where they are. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I've honestly really not seen almost any Superman stuff. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I was trying to be an entrepreneur at seven years old. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

In '7th Heaven,' more than 'Teen Wolf,' was that I got to learn more
about my character. In 'Teen Wolf,' I'd always get a new arc for that
character every season, which was discovery for me. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

It's up and down, and people are going to love things you do, people
are going to hate things you do. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I've seen things that should get a lot of attention get no attention. I've
seen things that were not supposed to be a big deal become the
biggest thing in the world. 
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~Tyler Hoechlin

If you don't take a picture now, you are called an asshole. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

Looking back, I'm proud of what I've been able to do, grateful for the
fact that I really have very few, if almost zero, nightmare stories of
being on sets and working with the wrong people. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I never wanted the temptation to imitate or emulate something that had
been done beforehand. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I was never one of those kids that felt like I had to go to practice or that
I was being made to go to practice or forced to play the game. Baseball
was a natural fit for me. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

Anytime anybody goes, "Wow you've been busy." I'm like, "No, not
since college. This is a cakewalk in comparison." 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I can only imagine being the most famous person in the world, what
that must be like when you go to the grocery store, when you go
anywhere. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I will never be as busy as I was in high school and college. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I literally would have been the guy that would have played pro ball until
they came to me and said, "Go home, you don't work here anymore." 
~Tyler Hoechlin
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I think I was about nine years old when I got my first job. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I really didn't grow up with a lot of Superman stuff. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I loved playing baseball, and the only reason I played was to play
professional baseball. I wanted that to be my career for a long time. I
turned down multiple jobs and meetings because of it. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

I imagined that being someday in pro ball I would have been Kevin
Costner in Bull Durham. If I had never discovered acting, I literally
would have been that guy. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

When it comes to how much attention something gets or how much
attention it draws, I really kind of just try to expect nothing at this point.
Whatever it turns into, it turns into. 
~Tyler Hoechlin

Even though you make twelve hundred bucks a month, if I was making
twelve hundred bucks a month to play baseball, I would have done it. I
would have stayed. 
~Tyler Hoechlin
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